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Chatbots can now 
interact like real people…

In the past… Today…

Would you like to update your 
account details?

Yes, I would

I don’t know what you mean. 

Would you like to update 
your account details?

How often should I check CAT797B 
tyre pressure? 

Check it before each shift as mining 
trucks are subject to high stresses. 

Ensure it’s set to the manufacturer’s 
specifications which can be found in 
the operator’s manual or on the tyre
itself.

*Actual answer from ChatGPT



…imagine if you had one 
that knew your contracts

The client just asked if we could send our grader 
up to 425, should we be charging them for that?

It’s raining, should we send home the dozer operators 
or are we paying them for the whole day anyway



This won’t 
replace a 
contract 
manager

• Engages with clients
• Handles complex issues
• Monitors AI conversations

• Reduces time to an answer
• Handles the easy 80%
• Frees up time for CMs 

Contract Manager

AI Assistant



It will help site teams 
make better decisions

Contractual decisions 
worth millions… 

…are made every day… 

…by time-poor
operators on site

Today, people are making uninformed decisions

Not enough time to ask the CM

Contract is too complicated to read

Too many other priorities



AI



Chat with AI that 
knows your contracts

Find instant answers

Make better informed decisions in 
the moment

Flag issues before it’s too late



Simplify answers with 
one click

Type or speak in everyday 
language

Press “Simplify” to translate 
legalese into plain English

Quickly access raw documents for 
formal wording if required



Manage large 
teams and projects

Organise contracts and 
subcontracts for all projects

Set user permissions

Integrate with Hevi Contract 
Management Platform



Return on 
Investment

Protects millions of 
revenue

Saves thousands in a 
single claim

Every dollar saved 
flows straight to the 
bottom line

Always get paid what you should

Save hours of time reading contracts

Never pay for things you shouldn't



We take privacy and security seriously

Enterprise-grade 
authentication

Auth0 to manage all user 
access

Single-sign on through 
Office 365

Secure cloud 
hosting

Microsoft Azure for 
hosting and data storage

Same cloud platform as 
Sharepoint

Barriers against 
data leaks

Automated testing to 
ensure data privacy

Internal database 
restrictions



Reach out for more 
info…

info@hevi.app

www.hevi.app
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